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Single frequency erbium fiber external cavity semiconductor laser
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A novel external cavity configuration for stable single frequency operation of the semiconduct
laser is demonstrated. By using an erbium doped fiber as the external cavity, longitudin
mode-hopping is suppressed, ensuring single frequency operation. Employing a 3 m long fiber
cavity, resolution-limited optical linewidths of a kHz are obtained. ©1995 American Institute of
Physics.
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External cavity semiconductor lasers have long b
considered an attractive way to achieve narrow linew
single frequency operation, as the linewidth is expecte
vary inversely as the square of the cavity length.1 In this
regard, single mode fibers have often been employed a
basis of the external cavity,2–7 as they offer a compact an
reasonably robust way of forming long cavity lengths.
achieve stable single frequency operation, however, a
quency selective element is normally required to discri
nate against other external cavity~EC! modes to preven
them from lasing. With cavity lengths of a few tens of cm
longer, the mode spacings come down to the order of se
hundred MHz or less, and it has been difficult so far to fi
suitable intracavity filters with sufficient resolution capa
of suppressing neighbouring EC modes.

In this letter, we demonstrate a simple solution to t
problem, which is to use erbium-doped single mode fib
rather than conventional undoped low-loss fibers to form
external cavity. The laser configuration is shown in Fig
The 1530 nm laser diode has its anti-reflection coated~AR!
facet facing the erbium fiber, and the fiber end is tapered
lensed to couple directly to the diode. The other end of
erbium fiber is spliced to a 25 cm length of undoped fi
which terminates in a photorefractive Bragg grating, form
the end reflector of the external cavity. The Bragg gratin
80% reflecting at 1535 nm, and has a bandwidth of 0.2 nm
m of Er31 fiber ~with a single pass small signal absorption
3 dB at 1535 nm! was used, resulting in an EC mode spac
of just 30 MHz. The Bragg reflector thus does not discri
nate between individual EC modes~there are;1000 such
modes falling within the bandwidth of the reflector!, but it
ensures that the lasing wavelength falls within the Er31 ab-
sorption band. In contrast, with a broadband mirror as
end reflector instead of the Bragg grating, the lasing wa
length shifts to;1515 nm to avoid the Er31 absorption,
losing the advantage of using an Er31-fiber cavity.

Figure 2 shows the light-current characteristic of the
ser. There is a sharp rise in the output power at thresh
which we attribute to the saturable loss in the Er31 fiber. At
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maximum bias, the laser output power is 7.5 mW, and t
lasing spectrum observed on an optical spectrum analy
with 0.1 nm resolution is shown in Fig. 3, indicating a sid
mode suppression ratio of;35 dB. Note however that this
analyser does not resolve EC modes, and the modes
served here are due to the laser diode alone with its imperf
AR coating. To monitor the EC modes, a Newport Superca
ity scanning interferometer~FSR 5 6 GHz, resolution 1
MHz! was used. With proper adjustment of the fiber pola
sation state, we find that single frequency operation could
obtained, which was typically stable for tens of minute
without any mode-hops. Instead of mode-hopping, the las
frequency smoothly drifts back and forth with time, usual
over several tens of MHz. The laser would also remain in t
same EC mode as the bias current was varied from ma
mum to threshold, without a mode-hop. The linewidth wa
measured using a delayed self-heterodyne technique wit
25 km delay line, and the result is shown in Fig. 4. From th
width of the rf spectrum, an optical linewidth of about 1 kH
could be inferred; however, this corresponds to a cohere
time longer than the delay time. The laser linewidth is th
actually resolution-limited by the measurement setup, but
likely to be sub-kHz. It should also be mentioned that th
laser stability observed here seems particularly notable si
the entire experiment was conducted simply on a small o
tical bench without vibration isolation, and no attempt wa
made to shield any part of the laser cavity from air curren
etc. By comparison, when the Er31 fiber was replaced by an
equivalent length~3 m! of undoped standard telecom fiber
stability was found to be poor, with single mode operatio
typically lasting only for a few seconds at most before mod
hopping rapidly amongst several adjacent EC modes.

A physical basis for the stabilizing effect of the Er31-

FIG. 1. Schematic of external cavity laser configuration.
1/95/66(25)/3422/3/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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fiber cavity based on spatial hole burning8 may be outlined
as follows. When single frequency operation is establishe
the laser, the resulting intensity standing wave formed in
cavity imposes a spatial hole-burning pattern on both
Er31 fiber ~loss saturation! and the laser diode~gain satura-
tion!. Thus, within the Er31 fiber, regions of high optica
intensity coincide with regions of low~saturated! loss, and
vice versa. Within the laser gain medium, similar behavio
would be expected, with regions of high optical intens
coinciding with lower~saturated! gain. However, because th
gain region is extremely short relative to the entire cav
and placed at the end reflector, neighbouring EC mo
would all share the standing wave pattern and hence
same spatial gain distribution~at an end reflector, all stand
ing waves terminate as a node!. In fact, with the 500mm
long laser diode, it would require another mode over 0.5
away to see a substantially different gain distribution fro
the original lasing frequency, but such a mode would not
excited since the bandwidth of the Bragg reflector is n
rower than that~0.2 nm!. Furthermore, carrier diffusion
would also tend to smooth out the spatial hole-burn
pattern.9 The result is that spatial hole burning in the ga
medium has minimal destabilising effects. The Er31 fiber, on
the other hand, spans much of the cavity, and the spatial
pattern formed will discriminate even against adjacent

FIG. 2. Light-current characteristic of 3 m long Er31-fiber external cavity
laser.

FIG. 3. Optical spectrum of laser at maximum bias.
Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 66, No. 25, 19 June 1995
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modes, since at some point~s! along the cavity length, the
standing wave patterns of different modes will be out
phase with each other. Effectively, a narrow-bandpass fi
with bandwidth on the order of an EC mode spacing
burned into the Er31 fiber by the lasing mode, which the
serves to reinforce that lasing frequency. The self-written
ture of this filter also allows the lasing frequency to sh
smoothly to accommodate slow drifts/perturbations~on time
scales longer than the Er31 lifetime of ;10 ms! without
having to modehop, as has been observed, which is ano
potentially useful feature from a tunability point of view
Absorbing Er31 fibers have previously been employed in
ber lasers to establish single mode operation10 and long term
mode stability in a loop laser;11 its incorporation here in an
external cavity semiconductor laser is particularly effect
and advantageous due to the nature of the diode gain
dium as explained above.

It is interesting to note that stability is not necessar
improved with shorter Er31-fiber cavities. This is perhaps no
too surprising since the Er31-based filter bandwidth varie
inversely with the length, thus longer lengths yield bet
frequency selectivity, which compensates for the potenti
greater destabilising effects arising from closer EC mo
spacings. We removed the 3 m long erbium fiber and re
placed it with a 17 cm length of a higher concentrati
Er31 fiber with a small signal absorption loss of 2.2 dB. T
total fiber cavity length was 0.43 m, including the 25 c
section of undoped fiber attached to the Bragg grating. In
case, the laser could also operate stably for tens of min
without mode-hopping, but the lasing frequency now ten
to drift over a wider range~several hundreds of MHz!. This
could be directly due to perturbations associated with
laser diode having a greater impact~through gain/index fluc-
tuations or shifts in the diode-fiber coupling—the fiber le
tip is simply held in free space!, since it now constitutes a
larger fraction of the entire cavity. In this respect, long
Er31-fiber cavities would thus seem more advantageou
reducing medium term frequency drift. For this shorter c
ity, the laser linewidth measurement is shown in Fig. 5. A
suming a Lorentzian profile, the optical linewidth is deduc
to be 8 kHz ~from the 220 dB rf spectrum width of 150

FIG. 4. Delayed self-heterodyned beat spectrum of 3 m long Er31-fiber
external cavity semiconductor laser.~Horizontal axis is 10 kHz/div, centre
frequency 100 MHz.!
3423Loh et al.
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kHz!. Indeed, if we now take this broader, and hence m
reliable, linewidth to estimate the corresponding linewid
for a 3 mcavity based on the 1/~length!2 dependence, a line
width in the region of 200 Hz would be expected, whi
supports the earlier assertion that the linewidth was actu
sub-kHz for the 3 m long EC laser constructed.

As a last check, we replaced the 17 cm length of E31

fiber with an equal length of undoped fiber, thus forming
conventional 0.4 m fiber external cavity. Single mode sta
ity was still poor with this shorter cavity. Closer examinatio
showed that single mode operation is invariably upset wh
ever the mode drifts by;200 MHz, the EC spacing for this
laser, usually resulting in a modehop back to the previous
mode. This is in contrast to the Er31-fiber EC laser, which
can maintain uninterrupted single frequency operation
spite of frequency drifts over several mode spacings, ano
indication of the increased robustness achievable with
new external cavity configuration.

FIG. 5. Delayed self-heterodyned beat spectrum of 0.43 m long exte
cavity laser with 17 cm length Er31 fiber. ~Horizontal axis is 50 kHz/div,
centre frequency 100 MHz.!
3424 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 66, No. 25, 19 June 1995
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In conclusion, we have demonstrated that an erbium fi
ber based external cavity semiconductor laser represents
significant improvement over conventional undoped fiber ex
ternal cavity lasers. The self-stabilising effects of spatial hole
burning in the Er31 fiber allows long cavities to be con-
structed without incurring severe penalties in single mode
stability, thus enabling very narrow linewidths to be easily
achieved. Together with the well-known advantages of fibe
Bragg gratings to be fabricated to close wavelength toler
ances, this advance offers attractive prospects for realisin
large numbers of stable compact single frequency lasers
specific wavelengths for WDM applications.
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